
Text Criticism 
Telephone Game 

NIV footnote I Tim. 3:16 “He
d
 appeared in a body”    

d
 ‘some manuscripts God 

Scriptures copied by hand until 16
th

 century, mistakes crept in.   

We have almost 6000 ancient copies of the NT, but no two are completely alike 

How do we know which is the right words? 

Terms 
witness- a manuscript or translation that demonstrates a particular variant 

variant- a different possible wording 

The sources 
OT 

MT-  around 600-1000 AD but based on carefully preserved much earlier 

tradition 

LXX around 300-100 BC 

Other ancient versions 

NT and church quotations 

Mishnah, Talmud- Jewish commentaries- oral tradition 

Dead sea scrolls 

NT 

Greek manuscripts 

Ancient versions 

Old Latin 

Syriac 

Coptic 

Armenian 

Aramaic 

Patristic citations 

Manuscript relationships 

genealogical- written at one place and early copies circulated, 

others copied from them. 



The Method 
NT- see Fee NT Exegesis pp. 81-91. 

External evidence 

date of witnesses 

quality of witnesses 

geographic distribution 

text families 

Internal evidence 

types of changes 

accidental 

copied a word or letter twice 

missed a word or letter 

transposed letter or word 

added a word from memory 

misheard a sound alike letter 

misread a look alike letter (Heb.) 

intentional 

thought that an earlier scribe make a mistake 

‘corrected’ 

‘fixes’ grammar 

difficult or unusual passages corrected 

harmonize e.g. gospels 

Criteria 

shorter reading preferred 

more difficult reading preferred 

unique reading preferred 

style and vocabulary of author- very subjective 

*the reading that best explains the other variants* 

OT –see Chisholm, From Exegesis to Interpretation, pp. 19-29. 

 External evidence 

Internal evidence 

Which reading explains the others 



Examples 
NT- Jn 3:15- 2 issues  

everyone who believes (into him/in him) (may not perish but/omit) may 
have eternal life. 

1. en autw  or eij auton 

“in him” or “into him” interchangeable 

External evidence slightly favors en autw 

Internal evidence seems to favor eij auton because John always uses 

the prep eij with ‘believe’ 

But on closer examination, this phrase may not go with ‘believe’ but 

with ‘have life’   

This would explain why an ancient scribe saw en, thought it was with 

‘believe’ and ‘corrected’ it to normal usage 

Difficult to explain how it would have changed vice versa 

en autw is the best reading 

2. mh apolhtai all v or omit 

External evidence overwhelming in favor of omit 

Internal evidence, mh apolytai all v is easily explained by confusion 

with v. 16.  

Difficult to explain how it would have changed vice versa 

omit is the best reading 

OT- I Sam 8:16 

Your menservants and maidservants and the best of your (young 
men/cattle) and donkeys  

MT - ~ybiAJh; ~k,yreWxB;-ta,w> ‘your choice young men’ 

LXX - ta. bouko,lia um̀w/n ta. avgaqa.  ‘your choice cattle’ 

‘cattle in Heb. is rq'B'  ‘young men’ is rWxB' 
 if the original was rq'B' cattle, it would explain the LXX translation and 

the accidental change to rWxB' 
Difficult to explain how it would have changed vice versa 

Also note parallelism  

menservants  maidservants 

young men/cattle donkeys 

‘cattle’ is the best reading 



Our method 
NT- eclectic text- pastes together what the editors think is the best text in each 

case  

UBS textual apparatus 

lists significant variants 

lists manuscript evidence for each variant 

grades the certainty for each reading  

A= certain, D = significant uncertainty 
 

 

 

NA has similar textual apparatus 
 

Metzger, A Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament 

explains how the UBS committee made their textual choices 

 

 

 

 

UBS 

Text 

Metzger 



Good commentaries- WBC, NICNT discuss significant textual issues 

 

Compare good translations 

 

 

 

 

OT- BHS is not eclectic-  

based on one manuscript and then lists significant variants in the 

apparatus 

Good commentaries are the best bet for OT text criticism 

 

 

Compare good translations 

 

 

Final notes 
90-95% of NT text is absolutely certain- much better than any ancient document 

Of the remaining 5-10% most are minor changes that don’t affect the meaning at 

all- only about 2% have any exegetical significance 

No major NT doctrine is dependent on textual issues. 

 

WBC 

WBC 


